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In a technologically advanced future, an elite human soldier takes command of a prototype star ship
and works to defend the galaxy from danger. Mass Effect is a game which many people like, so you
should probably decide for yourself, but I just wanted to let my opinion out. As a disclaimer I am also
generally not a fan of SciFi anyway.

Essentially, Mass Effect is supposed to be a great story. I cannot say for sure whether or not this is
true, but I am leaning towards disagreeing. I disagree because I felt that the characters generally felt
pretty shallow, and the fact that this is a game and not a movie destroyed it's pacing.

Here's what I mean. The game feels like a movie where you can make some dialogue choices that
(rarely and minutely) affect the outcome of it. And then, it feels like somebody pauses the movie
every so often and says, now the hero ran around killing things. It turns into a game, and a really
bad game. The game play is playable, but not enjoyable. You are slogging through these segments
to get to the next movie part. By the time I was halfway through the game, this wasn't enough for
me, and I just started making my conversations shorter so that I could just see how it ended. The
games climax was week due to this, and since finishing it, I do NOT want to play it again, even
though there are tons of things I haven't done in the game. I don't want to because I know it
wouldn't be fun.

Mass Effect 2 does have my hopes up, as they say they are trying to make it more shooterey, and if
it's anything like Borderlands, it'll be lots of fun and I might actually be able to pay attention to the
story without constantly being annoyed at the game. when it first came out i would have no idea
how big of a franchise it would be and how your choices affect the story for future games. the story
is a fantastic experience that can compete with the best sci-fi films, there's no shortage of dialogue
and interaction with these amazingly well written characters like the headstrong garrus or the young
but intelligent asari, delving into a world of multicultural aliens with a villain that stands out as a evil
yet troubled individual not knowing hes being manipulated by stronger forces.unfortunately the
game play gets very tedious sometimes but with powers to keep you happy, the worse is the mako
exploring the beautiful planets with mountains higher and rockier than mount Everest makes it
difficult to get around. id say go out and get the trilogy to experience a world that so many others
love and enjoy. A book written by Drew Karpyshyn, who is also the lead writer for the video game. It
is a prequel set 18 years before the events in Mass Effect, the game. The main character is David
Anderson, who is also in the game (voiced by Keith David). The novel also gives reveals more on
Saren Arterius, the main antagonist of the Mass Effect game. 646f9e108c 
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